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ABSTRACT: 
Recommendation system can be defined as a system that produces individual recommendations (a 

personalized way of possible options) as an output based on their previous choices which are 

considered an input by the system. Many products that we use today are a result of recommendation 

system music, news, books, items etc. However, in this paper we would be discussing about a 

movies recommender system on Model based collaborative filtering and Content-based filtering 

while comparing the accuracy of each recommendation system. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
Most popular version is mass customization for selection of entities that we want. The Current 

recommendation systems such as content-based filtering and collaborative filtering use different 

information sources to make recommendations. Content-based filtering, makes recommendations 

based on user preferences for product features in this case the genre of the movie, the directors, the 

cast etc. Collaborative filtering mimics user-to-user recommendations as a weighted, linear 

combination of other user preferences. Both methods have limitations. Content-based filtering 

recommends new entities, by using n more data of user preference in order to assimilate best match. 

Similarly, collaborative filtering needs large dataset with active users who rated a product before in 

order to make accurate predictions. Combination of these different recommendation systems are 

called hybrid systems which can combine the features of the item with the preferences of other users. 

Presently existing services like IMDB do not personalize recommendations but provide an overall 

rating for a movie and work on average weighted values. This decreases the value of each 

recommendation significantly as individual movie preferences of the user are not catered. But our 

recommendation engine takes a collaborative social networking approach where one’s own tastes are 

mixed with the entire community to generate meaningful results. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 A recommendation system generally depends hugely on the inputs of a user and their relationship 

between the products. 

2.1 Collaborative filtering  
Collaborative algorithm uses “User Behavior” for recommending items. They exploit behavior of 

other users and items in terms of watch history, ratings, selection. Other users’ behavior and 

preferences over the movies are used to recommend movies to the new users. However, including 

side features can be hard to include i.e., features beyond the query or item ID. For movie 

recommendations, the side features might include country or age. Inclusion of available side features 

helps to improve the quality of the model. 
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User A prefers movie genres A, B, C, and user C prefers to watch movie B, D, hence we can 

conclude that the likings of user A and user C are very similar. Since user A likes movie D as well, 

so we can deduce that the user A may also like item D, therefore item D would be recommended to 

the user. The general idea of the algorithm is constructed on records of past scores provided by the 

users. Find the neighbor user as a` who exhibits similar interest with target user a, and then suggests 

the items which the neighbor user a` preferred to target user a, the predicted score which the target 

user a may give on the item is obtained by the score calculation of neighbor user a` on the item. 

2.2 Content Based Filtering  
Content-based filtering uses movie features to recommend movies similar to what the user likes, 

based on their previous actions or explicit feedback. This makes the scaling easier for a large 

number of users. The model can capture the particular interests of a user, and on that basis can 

recommend niche movies that very few other users are interested in. However, Since the feature 

representation of the items are hand-engineered on some aspects, this methodology requires a lot of 

domain knowledge that is why, this model can only be as good as the hand-engineered features. The 

model can only recommend anything based on interests of the user that already exists. In common 

words, the model has limited ability to expand on the users' existing interests. When we talk about 

Movie recommendation system, a recommendation system based on content can recommend a 

movie based on user data provided by them explicitly, following which a user profile is generated. 

This background knowledge is further used to make recommendations which becomes more 

accurate overtime. In content-based system the “concepts of Term Frequency and Inverse document 

frequency are used for filtering systems and information retrieval”. The prime use of these terms is 

to acquire the importance of any movie. Term frequency can be described as the number of times or 

the frequency of the word in a document. 
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ALGORITHM AND METHODOLOGY  
In a movie recommender system, a movie is that entity which is considered and recommendation is 

done using similar entities. Using most relevant similar entities from a large number of datasets 

based on user’s query, recommendation can be given. Movies are rated, which helps in retrieving 

other entities that are more relevant based on popularity, authority, relevance, etc. Below stating 

output, input and data of the recommender and problem:  

Input: A Movie. 

Output: Recommender movies when given input. 

 Movie Data: Semi structured data and Unstructured data.  

Movie: An object, structured data.  

Mentioning below the challenges faced by Recommender: 

 Unstructured Dataset: Movie recommender includes storing and processing huge and 

unstructured data. However, we have built a small- scale recommender engine consisting a dataset of 

5000 movies provided by the TMDB dataset. 

 Movie Disambiguation and Movie Resolution: “XYZ” may refer to actor as well as movie “XYZ”.  

Movie Positions: For a certain Movie, the usermay not be interested in all the other movies. The 

results are needed to be positioned. This positioning (ranking) of movies can be based on average 

ratings given to a set of movies or the popularity of a particular genre or even both the criteria. 

ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 Architecture Design: 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 Under the condition of massive information, the requirements of movie recommendation system 

from film amateur are increasing. This article designs and implements a complete movie 

recommendation system prototype based on the Average weighted rating, collaborative filtering 

algorithm and recommendation system technology. 
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